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Abstract 
We show that the intersection graph of a collection of subsets of the plane, where each subset 
forms an “L” shape whose vertical stem is infinite, has its chromatic number 1 bounded by 
a function of the order of its largest clique w, where it is shown that ;1<2”4’3”4”‘~‘-“. This 
proves a special case of a conjecture of Gyarf& and Lehel. 
0. Introduction 
For any graph G in this paper, x(G) will denote the least number of colours necessary 
to colour the vertices of G so that any pair of adjacent vertices recieve different colours 
(i.e. the chromatic number) and CO(G) will denote the order of the largest clique of 
G (i.e. its clique number). By a clique, we shall mean a complete subgraph and we 
shall refer to a clique of order k as a k-clique. We shall often just write x or w when 
G is implicit. For a collection 9 of subsets of R”, we define the intersection graph 
of 9, G(9) to be the graph whose vertices correspond to the sets in B where two 
vertices are adjacent if and only if their corresponding sets have nonempty intersection. 
It is known (see [2]) that if G is an interval graph, i.e. if G = G(P), where .Y is a 
finite collection of closed intervals of R, then G is perfect and hence x = CO. It has 
been a subject of recent study to find other families of intersection graphs which are 
also perfect, or if not perfect at least have their chromatic number bounded by some 
function of their clique number. It is not difficult to show that if 9’ is a collection 
of closed circular arcs of a circle, then G(9) satisfies x<2w - 1. In [4], Gyirfas 
showed that if 5 is a collection where each member of B is a union of at most t 
closed intervals of R, then G(9) satisfies x d 2t(w - 1) for w > 2. A bound can also 
be obtained for the intersection graph of chords of a circle as Gyirfas [4] showed 
that ): <2”o*(o - 1). In [I], Asplund and Griinbaum showed that for the intersection 
graph of rectangles in the plane, &4w2 - 3~0. Burling [3] subsequently showed via a 
nontrivial example that x cannot be bounded by any function of OJ for the intersection 
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graph of three-dimensional boxes. In [5], the so-called L-graph was introduced which 
is the intersection graph of sets in the plane, each set forming an L-shape. By an 
L-shape we mean a subset F 5 R* where for some x1 < x2 < 00 and yl < y2 6 03, 
F = {(xI,~):YI <~6~2}u{(u,y1) : XI du <x2}. We shall refer to (xl, yt ) as the corner 
point of the the L-shape F. If y2 = oo, then F is said to be an injinite-L-shape, and we 
call the intersection graph of a collection of infinite-L-shapes to be an infinite-L-graph. 
It was conjectured by Gyhrfas and Lehel [5] that there exists a function f : P + Z+ 
such that for any L-graph, x <f(w). This conjecture is still unsolved and in fact, it has 
yet to be shown that any triangle-free L-graph has bounded chromatic number. In this 
paper, we show that for any infinite-L-graph, x < 2(14/3)(4”J-‘-‘), o > 1. This bound is not 
sharp, and it may even be the case that for example, ~65 when o = 2. One interesting 
consequence of the main result for L-graphs in general is that for any infinite vertical 
or horizontal line and any collection of L-shapes, the intersection graph of the L-shapes 
which intersect this line has its chromatic number bounded by its clique number, the 
bound being the same as for infinite-L-graphs. 
1. Notation and terminology 
For a graph G we shall denote by V(G) and E(G) the set of vertices and set of 
edges, respectively, of G. We shall often denote an edge with endvertices x and y 
by xy. For two graphs H and G, we write H G G to mean that H is a subgraph of 
G. For a subset V & V(G), we denote by G - V the subgraph obtained from G by 
removing the vertices of V and their incident edges. For graphs H and G, G -H will 
denote the subgraph G - V(H), and in the case where V(G) n V(H) = 8, H + G will 
denote the graph obtained from H U G by joining each vertex of H to each vertex 
of G by an edge. For a subset V C V(G), V is said to induce a subgraph H & G, 
where H = G - (G - V). The graph H is said to be an induced subgraph of G. An 
orientation of a graph is an assignment of directions to each of its edges and a graph 
together with an orientation is called a directed graph. For a directed graph G and 
for all u E V(G), we let d:(v) (resp. d,(v)) denote the number of edges incident 
with v which are directed away from v (resp. towards v). When we write xy E E(G), 
we shall mean that xy is an edge of G directed from x to y. We let Go denote the 
directed graph obtained from G by deleting all sources and sinks of G; i.e. by deleting 
all vertices u for which either d,(u) = 0 or d:(v) = 0. Since neither two sources nor 
two sinks can be adjacent, we see that x(G’) > x(G) - 2. 
We define a path in a graph to be a finite, alternating sequence of distinct vertices 
and edges which starts and terminates with a vertex, and for which each edge is incident 
with its preceeding and succeeding vertices. We shall sometimes denote a path with 
consecutive vertices vg, VI,..., o, by vovl ..’ v,. The length of a path is the number of 
edges in it. We say that two vertices lie at distance d from each other if the shortest 
path between them has length d. If no path exists, then the distance between is taken 
to be infinite. 
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The L-graphs which we consider shall always be finite, and this being the case, 
we may assume that our L-shapes have corner points which belong to Z*, have 
nonnegative first coordinate, and which are coordinatewise different from each other. 
If the comer points were not coordinatewise different, we could shift the L-shapes 
slightly without changing the corresponding L-graph, so that they become coordinate- 
wise different. We shall enumerate the comer points as (io, h(O)), (ii, h( 1 )), . . . (in, h(n)), 
where Odio < il < ... < i, and we shall take the L-graph corresponding to 
these L-shapes to be the directed graph G where V(G) = {io,il,. . . in} and iSir E 
E(G) if and only if i, < it and the corresponding L-shapes with comer points 
(is, h(i,)) and (it, h(i,)) intersect. We shall denote by L(i) the L-shape correspond- 
ing to i E V(G) and for a subgraph H C G we let L(H) = UiEHL(i). For each 
i E V(G), we shall let t(i) be the number such that (t(i), h(i)) is the right-most 
point of L(i). Here we may assume that t(i) E Z+. In addition, we also define 
I(G) = io, r(G) = i,, h(G) = max{h(i) : i E V(G)}, and t(G) = min{t(i) : i E 
V(G)). 
For any interval I C R, and any L-graph G, we let G(1) be the subgraph of G 
induced by I n V(G). For convenience, we shorten G((a,b)) to G(a,b), G([a,b]) to 
G[a, b], G((a, b]) to G(a,b], and G([a, b)) to G[a,b). For 06 p < q, -co <u,<m 
and -cc d v d cc we let G( p, q, u, v) denote the subgraph of G induced by {i E V(G) : 
p < i < q, h(i) > u, t(i) < v}. 
For 3,3 0, a finite sequence {ri}~zo of V(G) is called a A-sequence if ro = - 1, 
Ye = r(G), X(G(ri_i, ri]) < 2 for i = 1,. , q and subject to these conditions each ri 
is as large as possible and G is partitioned into the subgraphs G[O, rr], G(ri, 131,. . . , 
G(rq_~,rq]. We see that if q > 1, then for i = 0, 1,. . .,q - 2, x(G(rj,ri+i]) = 3.. 
2. Key lemmas and the main theorem 
For convenience, L-shape and L-graph shall refer to infinite-L-shape and infinite- 
L-graph, respectively, unless indicated otherwise. 
The central idea in the proof of the main result is to surround an area by two 
L-shapes containing the comer points of L-shapes whose corresponding L-graph has 
high chromatic number. In fact, we shall find a subcollection of L-shapes whose L- 
graph has high chromatic number, and which has the property that any two intersecting 
L-shapes in the subcollection surrounds a collection of L-shapes whose corresponding 
L-graph has high chromatic number. For the remainder of the paper, we shall assume 
that G is an arbitrary L-graph corresponding to some collection of L-shapes. Concepts 
such as distance, path, clique number, chromatic number, etc. shall refer to the under- 
lying undirected graph of an L-graph. As a further simplification, we may also assume 
that the L-shapes for G have comer points given by (O,h(O)),(l,h(l)),. . . 
Lemma 2.1. Let v, i 30, and suppose x(G) > 2”+i+‘. Then there exists an induced 
subgraph H C G where x(H) > 2” and for all uv E E(H), x(G(u, v))>2(. 
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Proof. Let {ri}& be a 2%equence of G. Then each of G[O, rt], G(rt, ~1,. . . , G(r,_t, rq] 
has chromatic number at most 21, and thus we may colour the vertices of each with 
colours say 1,2,..., 2l. Since x(G) > 2 viii* there is at least one colour for which 
the vertices of this colour induce a subgraph ‘with chromatic number larger than 2”+‘. 
Let G’ be such a subgraph and let Gi = G’[O,rr] U G’(r2,~] U . . ., and let Gl = 
G’(r~,r2]UG’(r~,r4]U.~. Since Gi and Ga partition G’, either x(Gi ) > 2” or x(Gi) > 2”. 
Suppose without loss of generality that the former holds. Now if uv E E(Gi ), then for 
some 0 6 i < j, we have that 
and 
and hence G(rzi+l , r2i+2] 2 G(u, u) and 
X(G(u, v))BX(G(r2i+l,r2i+21) = 2’. 
Now we see that H = Gi is the desired subgraph. 0 
In the forthcoming proof of the main result, we shall give a recursive construction 
of a function 3, : H+ --f Z+ with the property that if G is an L-graph with x(G) > 2A(k), 
then o(G) > k. In the next two lemmas, we shall assume that for some k E P there 
exists I(k) E if+ with the property that if x(G) > 2’ck), then wa k. 
Lemma 2.2. Let MU E E(G) and u < y < v. Then either o(G) > k + 1 or x(G(y, v, 
h(u), 0)) > x(G(y, v)) - 2j@)+‘. 
Proof. Let uv E E(G), and u < y < v. If 
x(G(Y, v> - G(Y, 0, h(u), 00)) > 2”? 
then by choice of k, G(y, v)-G(y, v, h(u), co) contains a k-clique C. Since h(i) < h(u), 
for all i E V(C), it follows that for all i E V(C), L(i) n L(u) # 0. Thus u + C is a 
(k + 1 )-clique of G. We may therefore assume that x(G(y, v) - G(y, u, h(u), co)) < 2@), 
and this in turn implies that x(G(y, v, h(u), co)) 3 x(G(y, u)) - 2A(k). Suppose that 
x((G(y, v, h(u), WI- G(y, u,h(uh 0)) > 2’@). 
Again by the choice of k, G(y,v, h(u),m) - G(y,v, h(u),u) has a k-clique C. Now for 
all i E V(C), t(i) 2 v and hence for all i E V(C), L(i) n L(v) # 0 and therefore v + C 
is a (k + 1)-clique of G. We may therefore assume that 
x(G(Y, 0, h(u), 00) - G(Y, 0, h(u), ~1) d(? 
and this in turn implies that 
x(G(Y, u,h(u), 0)) 2 x(G(Y, ~1) - 2 
I(k)+1 
. ??
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We remark that for [ > 2, if x( G(y, u)) 2 2 i,(kHi+’ in the above lemma, and o(G) <k, 
then 
x(G(y, z;,h(u), 0)) > 2i(k)+i. 
In the next lemma, we show that if G has sufficiently large chromatic number, then 
either we can find a special type of k-clique or G contains a (k + 1)-clique. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose x(G) 3 2 3i(k)+‘0 Then either o(G) >k + 1 or there exists u 
k-clique C where P’(G(r(C),t(C), h(Cj,t(C))) # 0. 
Proof. We shall assume (without loss of generality) that G is connected. Since 
x(G) > 231(k)“0, we have that x( Go) > 23i.(k)+9. Let lo = I(GO). For i = 0, 1, . . let 
GF be the set of vertices with distance i from 10 in Go. Since for all O<i < j, where 
Ii - jl > 1, no vertices of GO are adjacent to vertices of Gj, the GO’s themselves may 
be thought to form a bipartite graph. Thus for some d 32, 
W”> x(Gjl>> 2 , 23i(k)+8 
By Lemma 2.1, there exists an induced subgraph H C Gi where x(H) > 21(k)+’ and 
for all MU E E(H), 
x(G;(u, v)) 3 22i(k)+6. 
Thus x(H’) > 2’ck), and hence Ho contains a k-clique X. Let x1 = 1(X). Since xl E 
V(H’), it follows that d;(xl) > 0 and thus there exists x0 E V(H) where x0x1 E&H). 
By the choice of H, we have that ~(G~(xo,x,))~2’~(~)+~. Applying Lemma 2.2 we 
see that either 
o(G;)>,k + 1 
or 
x( G;(xo,xt , h(xo),x, )) > 22’.(k)+5, 
of which we may assume the latter. Now by Lemma 2.1, there exists an induced 
subgraph H’ of Gz(xe,xt, h(xo),xl) where x(H’) > 2A(k) and for all uv E E(H’), 
~(G;(u,v,h(x~),x~))>2’(~)+~. 
Since x(H’) > 2ick), there exists a k-clique Y in H’, and we let V(Y) = {yr , y2,. . . , yk} 
wherexo < yt < y2 < ... < yk < XI. By the choice of H’, 
X(G:(y-1, yk, Wo),.v >> 22i(k)+4 
and moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that either 
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o(Gj)>k + 1. 
We may assume the former holds. Let {I;.}:=0 be a 2@)+‘-sequence of Gz(yk_1, 
Yk> 4Yl)t Yk 1. 
Noticing first that ,q > 2*, we shall let y* E V(G~(~*,~~,h(yl),yk)) be such that 
t(y*) = min{t(i):i E V(G~(rz,r,,h(y,),yk)~. 
Let X’ = X U x0. We notice that 15(y*) lies completely inside the region enclosed by 
L(Y) whereas L( lo) lies completely outside this region (since lo = /(Go)) (Fig. 1). 
Since y* E V( Gi), there is a path lovt . ad-_1 y* in Go where for i = 1,. . . , d - 1, Vi E 
V(G!). Thus for some 1 < i d d - 1, L(q) crosses from the region of L(X) containing 
L(Zo) into the region of L(X’) containing L(y*). Thus L(vi)fIL(X’) # 8, and hence ui is 
adjacent to some vertex of X’(and hence some vertex of Gj), and therefore Vi = Vd_ 1. 
We shall now consider a number of cases. 
Suppose that u& 1 y* E E(G’). If t(ud- 1) at-(X’), then for all x E x, we have that 
L(v~_I ) r-IL(x) # 8 and hence v&t +X is a (k + 1)-clique of G. We suppose therefore 
that t(Zid-1) < r(X’). Since J!(rd-t) must intersect the region outside L(x’), it follows 
that ud-_l < ~(X’)=XO and hence for i= l,...,k- 1, 
L(Ud--1) n L(Yi) # 0. 
Thus, Y’ = (Y - yk) + ad-1 is seen to form a k-clique. We observe that t(Y’) > y*, 
h(Y’) = h(ud-I ), and G~(Q,Q] C Gi(yk_t,y*). Thus 
x(G~(Y~--~,Y*))~x(G~(I”o,~~I) > z+)+‘. 
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Now by Lemma 2.2, either 
w(Gj)>,k + 1 
or 
of which we may assume the latter. Since t(Y’) > y*, we get 
&(r(Y’),t(Y’),h(Y’),t(Y’))>l. 
Thus when U&i y* E E(G’), the lemma is seen to hold. 
We suppose therefore that !&-I y* $! E(G”) and hence that y*&__I E E(G”). If 
h( nd_ I ) 2 h(X’) = x0, then t(&_ 1) > r(F) since L(Ud- I ) must intersect the region 
outside L(X’). We now see that for all x E V(X), L(&-1) n L(x) # 8, and hence 
Ud_ I + X is a (k + 1 )-clique of G. Thus we may assume that h(t&i ) < h(X’) = x0. 
Then for i = 1,2 ,..., k - 1, 
L(od-I)nL(yi) #Q) 
and hence Y’ = (Y - yk) + Ud_ 1 is a k-clique. We observe also that h( Y’) = h(yl ), and 
r(Y’) = ud-I. SW?ose t(Vd-l)byk; i.e. t(Y’)>,Vk. If V(G~(ud-,,yk,h(yl),yk)) # 0, 
then 
W%O”), t(y’), h(Y’), t( Y’)) B 1 
and the lemma is seen to hold. We assume therefore that 
By choice of y’, we have that 
b’t’ E UGihrq + L~YI),Y~)), ud-I < t(y*)<t(i). 
Thus 
‘di E V(@Q,~-, + l,h(y~),yk)), L(i)nL(Ud-I) #  8. 
But 
,<Gh, + L~YI),Y~)) > 2+4+’ 
and thus Gz(~2,~~+1,h(yi), yk) contains a k-clique Z. By the above, L(i)uL(ud-1) # 8 
for all i E V(Z), and thus Z + &_I is a (k + 1)-clique of Gz. Thus if o(G~) <k, then 
the above implies that 
v<Gll(ud-,,~k,h(y~),yk)) # 0 
and hence V (Gi(r( Y’), t( Y’), h( Y’), t( Y’))) # 0. 
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We may therefore assume that t(ud_i ) < yk. Since ~-1 E V(G’), it follows that 
di(ud-i ) > 0 and thus there exists u E V(G) for which ud- 1 U E E(G). But now 
L(u) fl L(Y) # 0 f or all y E Y’, and hence u + Y’ is a (k + 1)-clique of G. This 
completes the proof. 0 
We shall now prove the main result. 
Theorem 2.4. For any injinite-L-graph G, x <2(14/3)(4”J-‘-1). 
Proof. By induction on o. The theorem is clearly true for w = 1, and we shall assume 
that it is true for o < k, where k E Zf. For i = 2,3.. . let A(i) = y(4i-2 - 1). Then 
we have for i = 3,4,... that J.(i) = 41(i - 1) + 14. Suppose that x(G) > 2’(“+‘). 
As shown in the proof of Lemma 2.3, there exists d 3 2 such that the vertices with 
distance d from lo = Z(G) induce a subgraph Gd, where 
x(Gd) > &i$ 22’.(k+‘)-‘. 
By Lemma 2.1, there exists an induced subgraph H & Gd where x(H) > 2’(k)+1 and 
for all uv E E(H), 
rY.(Gd(U,L’))a2 i(k+1)-i(k)-3 = 23”(k)+” 
We also have that x(H’) > 2Yk), and hence by hypothesis Ho contains a k-clique say 
X. Let xi = I(X). Since xi E Ho, it follows that djj(x1) > 0 and hence there exists 
x0 E H for which ~0x1 E E(H). By choice of H, we have X(Gd(Xo,Xi))>2”@)+* and 
thus by Lemma 2.2, either w(Gd) 3k + 1 or 
x(Gd(xo,xi, h(xo),x, )) >23”(k)+10. 
Assuming the latter, Lemma 2.3 implies that either o(G)>k + 1 or there exists a 
k-clique Y in Gd(xo,xi, h(xo),xl ) for which 
I”((G&(Y)J(Y),h(Y)J(Y)) # 8. 
Assuming the latter, let y* E V(Gd(r( Y), t( Y), h( Y), t( Y)) and let X’ = X U x0. Since 
y* E v(Gd), there exists a path /OV, . . . ud-1 y’ in G where for i = 1,. . .,d - 1, Ui 
lies at distance i from lo. Arguing in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, 
we deduce that L(Ud-I ) must cross from the region inside L(X’) which contains L(y*) 
to the region outside L(X’) containing L(lo). It is now an easy exercise to check that 
now matter which way L(L’& 1) crosses L(X’), either ud__l + x or vd- 1 + Y forms a 
(k + 1 )-clique of G. Thus we have shown that if w(G) = k, then x(G) < 2’@*‘), and 
the theorem now follows by induction. 0 
One interesting consequence of Theorem 2.4 is that if we take a collection of 
L-shapes (not infinite-L-shapes) and any infinite vertical or horizontal line, the L- 
shapes which intersect this line have a corresponding L-graph whose chromatic number 
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is bounded by its clique number precisely as it is for infinite-L-graphs. To see this, 
we notice that all L-shapes intersecting this line have their comer points residing on 
one side of the line; i.e. in the case of a vertical line, all comer points lie to its left, 
and in the case of a horizontal line, all comer points lie below it. For each L-shape 
which intersects the line, we may extend out to infinity the part of the L-shape which 
intersects the line without incurring any new intersections and thus without altering the 
L-graph. Thus any collection of L-shapes which intersect a given vertical or horizontal 
line have an L-graph which is essentially an infinite-L-graph. 
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